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COMMANDCENTRAL JAIL PLUS
MAINTAIN ORDER. KEEP THE PEACE.
CommandCentral Jail helps you simplify and streamline the complicated offender intake process while 
also improving inmate and officer safety with automation, alerting and increased awareness of jail and 
inmate activity. CommandCentral Jail provides an officer-oriented experience that helps your team be 
successful across all job responsibilities and is built to integrate widely with other systems you use - 
all while remaining completely secure.

STREAMLINE JAIL OPERATIONS BY LEVERAGING THE CLOUD 

OFFICER-ORIENTED DESIGN
We focus our research and development around 
the user to help simplify their workflows - from 
intake to rounds to release. Combined with a 
continuous and iterative customer feedback loop, 
our agile deployment model makes it easy to 
adopt new features and capabilities that enhance 
correction officer’s workflows, saving time and 
eliminating multiple data entry points all without 
disrupting your mission-critical operations.

BUILT TO INTEGRATE
To deliver the vital insights you need to 
be successful, we source information 
from arresting officers, partner agencies 
and even third party systems, and inject 
it directly into the workflows to improve 
awareness and efficiency. 

CLOUD ENABLED
CommandCentral Jail delivers 
dependable and proven capabilities with 
the advantages of the cloud, allowing 
your agency to perform at its best with 
technology that is secure, always up-to-
date, and cost effective.
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WHY COMMANDCENTRAL JAIL PLUS?

STREAMLINE OFFENDER 
INTAKE & BOOKING

KEEP OFFICERS PRODUCTIVE

Ensure officers stay productive by getting 
offenders behind bars fast.

MAINTAIN COMPLETE 
AWARENESS

IMPROVE SAFETY AND SECURITY

Increase and simplify access to critical 
information for improved safety and security. 

RELEASE INMATES 
CONFIDENTLY

BUILD COMMUNITY CONFIDENCE

Be certain that the right inmates have 
served their sentence and are released. 

STREAMLINE OFFENDER INTAKE & BOOKING
Automated Pre-Booking: Arrest report information filled out in the field 
is made directly available for booking. 

Configurable Booking Checklist: Configure a step-by-step booking 
process to guide your team through intake process efficiently. 

Intake Integrations: Integrate with 3rd party systems to make their 
operation a natural part of the intake process in the booking checklist. 

Dynamic Assessments: Configure guided assessments that help officers 
determine where inmates should be housed and their required supervision. 

MAINTAIN COMPLETE AWARENESS 
Comprehensive Inmate Profile: Easily review an inmates record, 
including flags, medical details and requests, to better attuned to their 
current status. 

Daily Event Management: Simplify operations by organizing tasks and 
surfacing information pertinent to an officer’s responsibilities. 

Tracking and Monitoring: Use barcode scanners to track inmate 
movement and activity as well as keep-separate alerts to avoid conflicts.

Incident Logging and Discipline: Record and track violations and 
disciplinary actions applied to violators. Sanctions and flags can be added 
to inmate profiles quickly and easily.

For more information about CommandCentral Jail Plus, 
visit motorolasolutions.com/commandcentraljail

CommandCentral Jail Plus Booking Queue

RELEASE INMATES CONFIDENTLY
Intelligent Sentencing: For inmates with work privileges or weekenders, 
rest assured you can accurately track and account for their time served. 

Release Checklist: Just like with the booking process, a configurable 
release checklist ensures you get everything right upon inmate release. 

External Information Sharing: Inmate information can be accessed by 
partners for use in investigations. 

COMMANDCENTRAL JAIL PLUS OFFER 
CommandCentral Jail Plus is designed to meet the needs of county 
jails with long term holding requirements. In addition to all of the 
features you see, CommandCentral Jail Plus includes all features within 
CommandCentral Jail Standard. We know that there is a lot at stake - the 
success of your staff, their safety, inmate safety and ultimately the safety 
and prosperity of the communities you serve. And while challenges are 
abundant, now more than ever technology can be that advantage you need 
to get ahead and make a difference. Start your journey on maintaining order 
and keeping the peace with CommandCentral Jail Plus.


